
An Anthology Of Cricket Writing: Captivating
Stories That Will Leave You Spellbound

Cricket, often called the gentleman's game, has been enchanting fans and
players alike for centuries. From the sound of the leather ball hitting the willow bat
to the strategic brilliance displayed by batsmen and bowlers, cricket is a sport that
encompasses both grace and heart-pounding excitement.
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For those who appreciate the intricacies and beauty of cricket, there is no better
way to delve into the sport's rich history and captivating stories than through An
Anthology Of Cricket Writing: Volume Series.
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Unearthing Gems: What to Expect

The An Anthology Of Cricket Writing series is a collection of carefully curated
articles that encompass a broad range of topics within the world of cricket.
Whether you are an avid fan, a former player, or simply have a keen interest in
the sport, this anthology offers something for everyone.

Each volume within the series showcases the works of acclaimed cricket writers
and journalists who have dedicated their careers to capturing the essence of the
game. From in-depth match analyses to heartwarming anecdotes, these articles
will transport you to the cricket grounds and immerse you in the spirit of the
game.
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The volumes cover various aspects of cricket, including the history of the sport,
memorable matches, legendary players, and the unique culture that surrounds
cricket. Whether you are curious about cricket's origins or want to relive
legendary innings, this anthology has it all.

The Magic of Cricket Writing: A Feast For the Cricket Enthusiast

Cricket writing is an art form in itself, allowing passionate authors to bring the
game to life through their words. The writers featured in An Anthology Of Cricket
Writing have a profound understanding of the sport and possess the ability to
capture the drama, emotions, and excitement that can only be experienced on
the cricket field.

With their exceptional storytelling skills, these writers take readers on a journey
beyond the boundaries of the cricket field. They delve into the psyche of players,
explore cricket's impact on society, and provide an insight into the strategic
intricacies of the game.

Why You Should Indulge in An Anthology Of Cricket Writing

1. A Treasure Trove of Stories: An Anthology Of Cricket Writing offers a vast array
of gripping stories that will keep you hooked from start to finish. Each article is
thoughtfully selected to showcase the best of cricket writing, allowing you to
explore different dimensions of the sport.

2. A Celebration of Cricketing Legends: The anthology pays homage to legendary
cricketers who have left an indelible mark on the history of the sport. By reading
these articles, you will gain a deeper appreciation for the greats and their
contributions to cricket.



3. Reliving Iconic Matches: Through the eloquent narratives within the anthology,
you will have the unique opportunity to relive some of the most monumental
matches in cricket history. From gripping last-over finishes to record-breaking
performances, these articles will transport you back to those exhilarating
moments.

4. A Cultural Journey: Cricket is more than just a game; it is a cultural
phenomenon. The anthology explores the sport's influence on societies
worldwide, shedding light on the passionate fans, rituals, and traditions
associated with cricket.

Whether you are a fanatical cricket lover or simply someone seeking captivating
stories, An Anthology Of Cricket Writing: Volume Series is a must-read. The
enthralling articles within this anthology will transport you to the heart of the
game, allowing you to experience cricket's magic through the written word.

With each volume in the series, you will embark on a thrilling journey through
time, encountering legendary players, iconic matches, and the cultural
significance of cricket. So, grab a copy of An Anthology Of Cricket Writing and
prepare to be spellbound by the rich tapestry of cricket's history and unforgettable
tales.
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This Anthology of my father’s work is mainly comprised of articles, editor’s notes,
short biographical sketches and tributes written for or during his tenure as Editor
of the Journal of the Cricket Society.

Unashamedly, it is a miscellany of writings; his ‘notes’ which read like a
commentary on the state of Cricket between 1970 and 1984, and a tour de force
of an eclectic, ever-curious mind focused on the abiding passion of his life – the
summer game.

From ‘Some Reminiscences’ recollecting his first collaborations with like-minded
cricket lovers after WWII, to short obituaries of old friends, to the ‘Cockney
Sportsman’, the rogue Victorian cricketing journalist Dr E.B. Averling who once
scandalised the Members at Lord’s by bring Karl Marx’s daughter Eleanor to the
cricket, to the Cricket Society’s work to promote the highest standards of cricket
writing, my father was a cricketing ‘man for all seasons’.

In this first ‘anthology volume’ I have tried to showcase the breath of his interests,
and his command of his subject.

In publishing ‘Articles and Notes’ I am doing what my father would have done had
he lived in our marvellously inter-connected age – making this material available
to the widest possible audience.

It is the editor’s hope that the publication of ‘Articles and Notes’ will be of
assistance to researchers and fellow cricketana aficionados everywhere.
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Purchasers of the paperback version of this book will be able to download the e-
book version for free.
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